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This special volume contains six outstanding papers selected from ESOP ‘90, the 
third European Symposium on Programming. Seventy five papers were submitted to 
ESOP, of which twenty four were selected by the program committee. Six of the 
proceedings papers were then selected for Science of Computer Programming, after 
which they were rewritten for journal publication and revised after a final round of 
referees’ comments. 
ESOP addresses fundamental issues and important developments in the design, 
specification and implementation of programming languages and systems. Especially 
encouraged were papers that describe practical work based on theory, or computer 
experiments implementing theoretical concepts and formal models. The aims and 
spectrum of both ESOP and Science of Computer Programming are well illustrated 
by the following selected papers. 
Automatic autoprojection of higher order recursive equations by A. Bondorf concerns 
partial evaluation, an area which was mainly of theoretical interest until a few years 
ago when its potential for compiler generation was first realised in practice. Rapid 
progress has been made since then, and this paper describes techniques and program 
analyses used in a partial evaluator for a fglly higher order subset of the language 
Scheme. 
On the expressive power of programming languages by M. Felleisen addresses an 
important but very delicate question: how can one establish that one programming 
language is more expressive than another? A formal framework is set up that captures 
many informal ideas on expressiveness, several examples of language features and 
languages are studied, and the definitions are refined. 
Power domain constructions by R. Heckmann develops a general algebraic 
framework for studying a wide variety of power domain constructions. Applications 
include modeling nondeterminism in programming languages, the semantic rep- 
resentations of set data types, and relational data bases. A new collection of axioms 
place five well known constructions in a common algebraic setting and point the 
way to new power domain constructions for new applications. 
Resolution and type theory by L. Helmink describes a proof environment for 
Constructive Type The&y-an interactive computer system realising a new approach 
to unification based top down proof construction. The approach combines advdn- 
tages of Horn clause resolution 6 la Prolog and higher order natural deduction 
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deduction style theorem proving. Using the Calculus of Constructions, the power 
and efficiency of the inference method is explained via an example proof derivation. 
.4lgebraic properties of program integration by T. Reps concerns a semantics-based 
and automatic operation used to combine several versions of a rogram into one 
that includes all noninterfering changes and common features as well. Am integration 
method previously given only algorithmically is reformulated via operations on a 
Brouwerian algebra constructed from sets of program dependence graphs. Several 
algebraic properties of program integration (associativity, diztributivity, . . . ) are 
established using the rich set of laws that hold in Brouwerian algebra.;. 
A type sysiem for implicit scaling by S. Thatte develops a small orthogonal set of 
structural subtyping rules. Significantly generalising ideas known from APL, implicit 
scaling allows scalar operations to accept structured arguments in a natural and 
unambiguous way in functional languages. Applications include data parallel pro- 
gramming, ranging from methods t’or programming vector machines to Transputer 
networks and the Connection Machine. 
ESOP ‘90 was held in May 1990 in Copenhagen. The two pretious conferences 
wet : in Nancy in 1988 and Saarbriicken in 1986, continuing lines begun in Franc2 
and Germany under the names Colfoque sur la Programmation and the GI-workshops 
of; Programmiersprachen und Programmentwicklung. The last two ESOP symposia 
were held jointly with CAAP, the Conference on Trees and Algebra in Programming, 
J thank the ESOP Program Committee members and referees, and Nils Andersen 
and Klaus Grue at Copenhagen for their help with loca! arrangements and tne 
paper selection process. 
